Segmental V-Y flaps for reconstruction of longitudinal defects in the digit.
Longitudinal defects of the finger that extend beyond 1 phalangeal segment such as wounds that expose the flexor tendon are challenging to reconstruct because of their elongated shape. We present the use of segmental V-Y flaps to reconstruct these defects. These are ≥2 V-Y flaps orientated transversely and advanced segmentally to close the defect avoiding a linear scar. Nineteen patients had soft-tissue defects of the digits successfully reconstructed with segmental V-Y flaps in this retrospective case series. There were no total or partial flap failures and all flaps retained sensation. Segmental V-Y flaps are a safe method for reconstructing digital defects and are particularly useful in the reconstruction of longitudinal defects. They have the advantages of being homodigital, sensate, technically easy; allow direct closure of the donor site and break up linear defects that might otherwise lead to contractures.